


This special report is designed to explain what is easily THE most important - albeit poorly 
understood (even by professionals) - market on this ball of dirt and how it affects the global pricing 
of assets.  

The Eurodollar Market: It All Starts Here (Part 1) 
EURODOLLARS: WHAT ARE THEY? 

To best explain what eurodollars are we start with the English language. 

You see, while English belongs to the Brits it is at the same :me the undisputed, undefeated 
heavyweight champion of the world’s languages. You can be in Marrakech, Ulan Bator, or 
Shanghai, and buy yourself a cold beer, swear at a taxi driver, and discuss the weather with 
a lady called Mei at the train sta:on – all without changing language once.  

Sure, you may have to strain your ears to understand Singlish in Singapore, and Texans have 
their own version of most everything, so why not English? Australians always sound like 
they’ve had too much to drink (which is en:rely possible), and at the speed that Kiwis talk 
it’s no wonder they were exiled to live in a land with more caJle than humans. Hell, even in 
the birthplace of the English language you’d be found scrunching your face, straining your 
ears, and begging for sign language instead when conversing with a Geordie. And heaven 
forbid you find yourself in a pub full of drunken Glaswegians.  

S:ll, English is the grease in the cogs of global communica:ons and so it is with dollars in 
global finance. 

Dollar deposits in their birthplace (US) are well, just dollars. Dollar deposits outside of the 
US are like Singlish or Ingrish and the dozens of varia:ons across the globe. It’s the same 
language just in a different place. Just as dollar deposits outside of the US are s:ll dollars. 

So eurodollars are essen:ally all those dollar deposits outside of the US banking system. 
They are NOT nor have ANYTHING to do with that ridiculous monetary experiment called 
the euro which wasn’t yet a twinkle in the eye of European bureaucrats, let alone a bump in 
the womb of Europe, when eurodollars first came into existence.  

Eurodollars got their name originally from US dollar deposits in European banks, and in fact 
their origins date back to the communist days when the Ruskies and Chinese kept dollar 
deposits abroad (non-US banks) for fear of seizure. Today, however, they are dollar deposits 
in any bank outside of the US. So dollar deposits in Tokyo, Moscow, and London are all part 
of the eurodollar system. They are actually even more than simple dollar deposits, which I’ll 
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come to in a bit, but I don’t want to confuse you with what is an incredibly complex market, 
so let’s do this one step at a :me. 

WHAT’S IT GOT TO DO WITH EUROPE AND THE EURO CURRENCY? 

The term “euro” in eurodollar has as much to do with the euro currency, or the European 
Union, as peanut buJer has to do with the solar system – nothing. You can, for example, 
have euroeuros or euroyen and these would be euro deposits outside of the EU and 
euroyen would similarly be yen deposits outside of Japan. Got it? 

What’s important to understand is that the eurodollar system is THE biggest source of 
global funding, bar none. Nobody knows for sure how large it is as it’s basically a large 
unregulated financing system with thousands of par:cipants globally. But we do know that 
the eurodollar futures market on the CME is larger than S&P futures, larger than oil futures, 
larger, in fact, than the 10-year bond futures. It’s es:mated over 90% of interna:onal trade 
is financed through the eurodollar market. As Trump would say: it’s Yuuuge! 

In fact, when cash seJled eurodollar futures contracts were introduced to the CME in 1981 
it was immediately the largest trading pit ever. 

Courtesy: CME 

That so few investors know about this enormous market, its importance, and relevance is 
frankly preJy shocking.  

Understanding the eurodollar market goes a long way to understanding why, despite the 
greatest monetary interven:on we’ve ever seen by central banks, we’ve remained in a 
contrac:onary environment. I, for one, learned precious liJle about eurodollars at 
university, and I know it’s only lightly covered in MBA programs and the CFA which is simply 
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mind boggling to me. But then I don’t make up the syllabus and I’ve always said college is a 
waste of valuable :me. 

OUR GLOBAL FINANCING SYSTEM: HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT 

The eurodollar system is a global financing system regulated by no one, influenced by many, 
and directly or indirectly affec:ng every asset price globally. Think of it as a deposit and loan 
market for offshore dollars. It affects asset prices because it is the wholesale financing 
system most used in the world. To be clear: there exist wholesale financing in other 
currencies (the eurocurrency market) but the dollar accounts for an es:mated 75% of the 
eurocurrency market. It is the big Daddy. 

It is a cri:cal component to how banks fund and manage their liability structures. It’s also 
worth poin:ng out that the eurodollar market is almost en:rely a cashless market. It is for 
simplicity sake, banks’ balance sheets. 

The advent of technology in finance has allowed for real :me matching of assets and 
liabili:es across financial ins:tu:ons and the balancing of what are essen:ally banks’ 
balance sheets enacted with eurodollars. It is to a certain extent as close to a virtual 
currency as a real virtual currency like Bitcoin. Very efficient, close to instantaneous, and, in 
the case of eurodollars, allows for the tapping of huge pools of capital, which can be freed 
up for financing. 

WHY SHOULD I CARE? 

Good ques:on, always worth asking. Otherwise you risk being an intellectual – great at 
cocktail par:es, full of smart things to say, but broke. Amer all, what good is informa:on you 
can’t or don’t execute on? 

Eurodollars provide us with what is THE best insight into global capital flows and credit 
demand. Problems in the eurodollar market are problems in the market. Heck, this IS the 
market.  

The eurodollar financing market took a massive blow to the skull back in 2007, which makes 
sense given that so much collateral was wiped from the system (I’ll cover this topic later in 
the report).  

What is both fascina:ng and scary at the same :me is that despite all of the central bank 
QE programs collateral has failed to come back into the system. It’s as if the eurodollar 
market is suffering from concussion. We know this by looking at the eurodollar market 
which has never regained levels seen back in 2007.  
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What this tells us is that the offshore money market world is failing to produce collateral 
and this failure to produce collateral is reflected in the eurodollar funding markets. QE 
doesn’t address this problem as it is interest rate driven s:mulus and this isn’t a cost of 
capital problem but a collateral problem. But more on this in part II. 

This is deeply disturbing, and the ac:ons taken by central banks have actually sucked high 
quality collateral from the system. And it is this collateral which has tradi:onally 
underpinned the wholesale funding markets, the largest of which is the eurodollar market. 

Remember in 2008 when the Fed, in a blind panic, opened dollar swap lines, which they 
deployed in an unlimited fashion and which actually got to about $600 billion that year? 

Well, what was happening was that even though the Fed had taken a chainsaw to the Fed 
funds rate and opened the credit spigot to full throJle, the interna:onal money markets 
never responded. LIBOR, which I’ll get to in a jiffy, remained elevated, which means the 
offshore dollar financing market was s:ll bricking itself. I’ll cover the reasons for WHY this 
was and s:ll is the case later but for now now simply remember that, despite unlimited 
swap lines between the Fed and global central banks, the dollar shortage wasn’t ever 
resolved. 

DOLLAR SHORTAGE 

The other thing this tells us is that there is a chronic dollar shortage in financial markets, and 
exis:ng dollar financing is only going to con:nue to be constrained as the dollar moves 
higher. 

Remember, dollar denominated debts become increasingly unmanageable as hedging costs 
rise. 

This creates a feedback loop whereby, in order to decrease risk, market par:cipants either 
hedge dollar risk (where their collateral is in other currencies but they have USD costs 
somewhere in their cost structure – think European manufacturers using US technology for 
example). These guys hedge this exposure by buying dollars and this pushes the dollar 
higher. 

Or market par:cipants reduce leverage by unwinding debt posi:ons, and, in order to do so, 
they have to buy back dollars as they unwind what are short dollar posi:ons. Once again, 
this pushes the dollar higher. 
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PROTECTIONISM: GASOLINE ON THE DOLLAR SHORTAGE FIRE 

Ok, so Trump’s promised to bring jobs back to America. It’s protec:onism writ large. He’s 
promised to lower tax rates to incen:vise those jobs to return to the US. Whether he 
manages to do this or not we’ll have to wait and see. To be clear I’m unconcerned with 
whether this is a good or bad thing or whether Trump is an angel or a demon. I’m only 
concerned with what takes place and how I can profit from outcomes. 

That said, understand that there’s an es:mated $3 trillion in corporate US profits sisng 
offshore. What happens if Trump manages to pull this off? 

I’ll tell you what happens. Those dollars move OUT of the eurodollar market, a market 
already starved of dollars, back into US banks. Uh oh! 

And this brings me to eurodollar futures. 

BONDS, NOT CURRENCY 

Where the rubber meets the road is where this is tradable. Otherwise all we’re doing is 
engaging in intellectual masturba:on which while it’s fun doesn’t change our income 
statement or balance sheet and that’s the objec:ve here amer all. 

Ok, so we’ve just run through an admiJedly extremely abbreviated discussion of the 
eurodollar financing market but one which hopefully provides you with some grasp of how 
it func:ons and it’s importance. As complex as the eurodollar financing market is, 
understand that the eurodollar futures market is a market which ul:mately prices risk, and it 
is, I believe, the best pricing of risk we can look at in the global market. 

Eurodollar futures are NOT currency futures.  

Let me explain. Take Aussie dollar currency futures. These are plain vanilla currency futures. 
DiJo any other currency.  

Eurodollar futures, on the other hand, are nothing like this as they are in fact cash seJled 
futures contracts whose price moves in response to the interest rate offered on those dollar 
:me deposits held in offshore (non-US) banks.  

They are therefore interest rate products not currency futures and this is why I just said that 
this market is the best market in the world to understand global risk. 

These loans or :me deposits between banks are reflected in an average rate of interest 
charged. This is the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR). 
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LIBOR 

The rate at which banks are borrowing from and lending to each other is therefore a 
deriva:ve of the eurodollar market. 

The essence of the eurodollar market is that it provides us a window into where the crowd 
thinks LIBOR will be at a point in the future. So eurodollars are all about expecta:ons of the 
future. 

LIBOR Rates – 30 Year Historical Chart 

SUMMARY 

The eurodollar market is the world’s largest and most important funding market. 

How it func:ons, how it used to func:on pre-GFC, and how it has largely broken down 
since the 2008 crisis is key to understanding global capital flows in the financial markets. 
Everything from equi:es to fixed income, and indeed currencies, is affected. It is indeed 
pivotal to the Insider alert you’ve just received if you’re a member of our Insider circle so 
you’ll know what I’m talking about and if we’re correct there exists extraordinary asymmetry 
in being on the right side of what’s happening here. 

Let me ask you a ques:on: 

What would happen to global communica:ons if we took English out of the picture? 

Yeah, I thought so… 
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The Eurodollar Market (Part 2) 
Let’s now turn to the largest wholesale funding market in the world, the eurodollar market, 
and how it’s “normal” form of func:oning has drama:cally changed causing all manner of 
problems in the global economy.  

Earlier, we discussed shadow banking at its finest – the Eurodollar market, and I men:oned 
that the Eurodollar financing market has never returned to the levels prior to the GFC.  

Let’s first retrace the steps to understand what exactly has happened since the central 
banks all “saved us” from annihila:on. In doing so I hope to lay the founda:on for my belief 
as to why it is that some 8 years on the world is s:ll mired in lacklustre growth, rising 
inequality, and this prolonged recession which never seems to want to go away. 

Everyone senses that things have changed, they’re different, out of sync….wrong. But why? 

Let’s dig in… 

KILLING US SOFTLY – MEDICINAL CYANIDE 

Central bank responses to the GFC were that the federal funds target was at the zero lower 
bound, as the Fed aJempted to provide s:mulus through unsterilized purchases of Treasury 
and mortgage-backed securi:es (MBS), or what is popularly referred to as quan:ta:ve 
easing (QE). 
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Between 2009 and 2014, the Fed threw three rounds of QE at the global economic wall 
praying that at least one would s:ck. And so like trying to carve a pineapple with a plas:c 
spoon, failing and then aJacking the pineapple with yet more plas:c spoons the Fed took 
something NOT working to be evidence that quan:ty and size is the problem rather than 
strategy. Genius. 

The third round of QE was completed in October 2014, at which point the Fed’s balance 
sheet was $4.5 trillion—five :mes its pre-crisis size. Quite some price to pay… and for what? 

The Fed weren’t alone in this – as our Sake drinking friends were at it too giving new 
meaning to the phrase “Big in Japan”…as were the Europeans and Brits. All in all quite simply 
unprecedented and extremely unorthodox coordinated central bank ac:ons. 
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All this interven:on by central banks was designed to get the credit markets cranking again. 
Lower interest rates being the primary mechanism, and central bank balance sheets bearing 
the burden. 

Let me just say that for anyone who’s spent some :me understanding how an economy 
func:ons you’ll realise that shiming rates to nega:ve is bat shit crazy. If you think about how 
the capitalist system operates you realise that we need a complete overhaul of educa:on 
systems in the developed world, if all it does is puke up the kind of intellect currently 
running Central banks. 

Case in point. Ask any money manager what the risk free discount rate should be and they 
don’t have an answer for you. Risk managers…you know those guys managing your pension 
funds, the insurance porwolios, mutual funds, and quite frankly every asset manager on 
earth with just a frac:on of a clue, has to use some rate in whatever model he’s 
constructed. Since it’s now so difficult to know what the “real” rate is, asset prices are wildly 
skewed as a consequence. 

Central banks, in trying to s:mulate the global economy created an environment where 
increasingly the risk free rate approaches 0%. I’ve seen some models whereby the risk free 
rate used accelerates towards infinity…using linear progression (I’ve spoken about linear 
thinking in a dynamic world before). Explain to me how that works because I can’t fathom it. 
In such a world or with such a theory risk disappears all together – Nirvana! 

That’s a real consequence of central bank's ac:ons. Severe distor:ons in asset prices 
globally. 

AFTER QE 

Although QE at the Fed has since ended, they announced the inten:on to maintain the 
balance sheet at its current level for the :me being.  

In September 2014, the Fed announced a framework for normalizing monetary policy amer 
QE, explaining that they would raise interest rates despite a large balance sheet, the 
strategy being to mainly raise the rate of interest paid to banks on reserves and by engaging 
in reverse repurchase agreements (reverse repos). Quite a few money managers figured 
they were calling the markets bluff. 

So we’re all familiar with the monetary policies but let me bring this back to the eurodollar 
market. 
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SIGNS THAT THINGS AREN’T WORKING – REPOS 

Some of the most notable signs that the interbank lending market…(of which Eurodollars 
plays the most significant part) isn’t func:oning correctly is seen in the repo market. 

Now think of all the government securi:es issued. Well these securi:es can act as collateral 
much like your house can act as collateral for a mortgage. A repo is short for a repurchase 
agreement and they’re used for short term borrowing. So a dealer or any holder of a 
government security such as T-bills sells them to a lender and agrees to repurchase them at 
an agreed price at a future date. In this respect it’s a simple forward rate agreement.  They 
are therefore really aJrac:ve for 2 main reasons: 

1. They’re very short dated (overnight or up to 30 days or more), and… 

2. They’re government backed 

As a result they’re considered virtually risk free and typically very liquid. 

The problem…and this was highlighted to me by Jeff Snider at Alhambra Investment 
Partners (BTW, Jeff’s work is excellent) is that we’ve had repeated repo fails since 2014. 
Essen:ally what we have is the market refusing securi:es as collateral. Mmmm.  

Now, as a quick aside. Other collateral enters the system as reverse repos. So for example, if 
you want to enter the market but don’t have treasuries to provide as collateral you can go 
into the secondary market and purchase those treasuries using say junk bonds. So you post 
your junk bonds as collateral, receive the treasuries and then use those treasuries as 
collateral in the repo market. This naturally involves a higher spread cost but that’s 
essen:ally how it works. 

Now when any of the underlying collateral fails as happened in 07 and 08 when mortgage 
bonds were rejected as collateral the knock on effect is felt in the repo market and liquidity 
dries up in a hurry.  

Generally speaking, in any crisis it’s reasonable to expect par:cular assets to be rejected as 
collateral, as those assets are being repriced by the market. Amer all if you’re unsure of what 
the price of any asset used as collateral is going to be tomorrow morning then you’re a few 
sandwiches short of a picnic if you enter into any agreement to repurchase the asset again 
without figuring out how much risk you’re taking on the ul:mate market price of the asset. 

Now to be clear there are two reasons that the repo market can fail. 

1. Credit risk 
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2. Liquidity risk 

Credit risk would be a sign that the collateral is not of high enough quality, and liquidity risk 
would be a sign of a dollar funding shortage. I believe that a combina:on of the two are at 
play. Government securi:es are s:ll considered high quality collateral but other markets 
clearly are not. Junk bonds, mortgage backed securi:es, corporate paper and so forth are in 
ques:on. 

So we’ve had repeated repo fails. This means that funding as it should func:on isn’t taking 
place which is contrac:onary despite all the easing central banks have been doing, and this 
repudia:on of exis:ng collateral is highly contrac:onary. This contrac:on and failure in 
repos coincided with the USD breaking out of it’s decade long bear market in late 2014 
which I spoke about here, and here, to name a few places. 

To be clear at the :me I wasn’t aware of repo fails though we spoJed the asymmetry in this 
market and iden:fied interbank lending constraints which helped in determining the dollar 
shortage ahead of its subsequent rise – bully for us.  

It was only much later, recently actually, that I began to pick up addi:onal pieces of this 
puzzle which we’re discussing now, and ones I believe which provide us with a much more 
granular and complete picture as to what’s going on. Important if we are to determine 
outcomes ahead of :me… and make some dough. In any case, let’s move on. 

Monetary expansion but where’s the growth? 

The majority of the world’s assets and businesses over the last couple of decades have been 
created and sustained only by a falling interest rate environment. Without it many wouldn’t 
exist and without it many others would have subsequently been created… but they haven’t 
and this is the real tragedy. 

When central banks hold the cost of capital at zero, or at levels inconsistent with market 
forces this induces mal-investment in the system, and the longer this environment persists 
the further this mal-investment is promoted. 

I think most people understand that, but what this translates into is severe deteriora:on in 
produc:vity growth. Amer all why build a produc:ve business when you are forced to 
compete with unproduc:ve compe:tors who are supported by mal-investment? 

So you get this stagnant economy as a result and because the incen:ves are no longer 
market driven but policy driven the return on capital naturally diminishes. This is quite 
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dangerous and leads to the poli:cal upheaval I’ve been talking about and the breakdown in 
social contracts and much of the problems I discussed in the breakdown in Europe. 

COLLATERAL CREATION 

And so what we have is a global banking system that’s decided it’s no longer in its interests 
to provide the funding mechanism to the world… and this isn’t some cabal of cigar smoking 
pointy shoed banker bastards, this is a structural decision made by thousands, no tens of 
thousands of market par:cipants globally.  

There is a fundamental reason for this and that reason is collateral shortage… a shortage 
actually created by central banks and their policies. 

What this means is that high quality collateral is NOT being created.  

Think of small businesses which are the lifeblood of any healthy economy. In addi:on to this 
the exis:ng collateral is actually being sucked out of the system meaning that the wholesale 
funding market… the eurodollar market is short of collateral and since it’s short of collateral 
it’s short of dollars. This is one more and very important leg to the reason I think the dollar 
goes higher… much higher. 

“Our analysis leads us to believe that recovery is only sound if it does come from itself. For 
any revival which is merely due to arOficial sOmulus leaves part of the work of depression 
undone and adds, to an undigested remnant of maladjustments, new maladjustments of its 
own.” — Joseph Schumpeter (1883-1950) 

Collateral Damage (Part 3) 
Let’s now cover what I believe to be the cri:cal component as to why the eurodollar system 
isn’t func:oning correctly and why what central banks have been doing with regards 
monetary policy is actually destruc:ve to the func:oning of a healthy global economy. 

CENTRAL BANK ACTIVITY HAS LED US NOWHERE – HERE’S WHY 

Let’s begin by asking a ques:on: What forms the basis of the global financial asset system? 

To answer this ques:on let me tell you a story. I grew up in Southern Africa and have 
traveled the con:nent extensively. I can tell you this. Africa in general has ahem… issues, 
and there is a fundamental reason kids have flies in their face and eat just one meal a day of 
ques:onable nutri:onal content.  
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This problem is the single most important reason why this is the case and it’s the abject 
failure to create collateral. Not even Bob Geldoff and the world's funkiest rock stars 
managed to fix this. Countless others have tried including U2’s Bono and Bill Gates. Billions 
raised and the kids s:ll have flies on their face.  

On the other hand, the soldiers all have new guns… and Swiss bank accounts con:nue to be 
topped up.  

Nope, the problem can’t be solved by concerts in Wembley anymore than the developed 
world's problems can be solved by bankers at the FED, ECB or BOJ. 

COLLATERAL AS TRUST 

Without collateral there is no trust, and without trust there is no credit, and without credit 
there is no leverage. And I’m not talking specula:ve “bet it all on black, sell the schleps 
another MBS” leverage.  

I’m talking leverage of resources. I’ve got a lawnmower, let me mow your lawn, and you’re 
preJy good at math, how about you teach my kids some math.  

That is leverage in its most basic form. It begins with leveraging talent, :me and resources. 
Africa suffers from many things but a fundamentally and tragically poor system of trust sits 
at the top and the consequences are that collateral is not created. 

This is a chart showing you the property rights in Africa rated on a scale of 1-10. Property 
rights are a preJy good indicator of trust in a society. 
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It’s heartbreaking but as you can see most of these countries don’t even make it to a 5. It’s 
no wonder they’re so poor and it’s no wonder nobody can create collateral. 

The reason I shine the spotlight on Africa is because the crea:on of real long las:ng wealth 
has managed to largely escape the con:nent.  

Poor collateral crea:on = no wealth crea:on.  

Understanding why this is the case also helps us understand how a capitalist system 
func:ons or doesn’t func:on and how global capital flows work…or don’t. 

Here are the top 10 countries in the world, ranked for property rights. – Admit it… you were 
curious to know amer looking at Africa. 
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Daniel Want from Prerequisite Capital Management, who is easily one of the deepest 
thinkers I’ve met (listen to my interview with Daniel here), men:ons the requisite condi:ons 
to create collateral in any economy. 

• A stable property rights environment 

• Sustainable produc:vity growth underpinnings 

• Market mechanisms of suitable integrity to ensure capital misalloca:on in the system 
is not prolonged (or rewarded) and excessively accumulated. 

• Stable trade rela:ons (that are reasonably open/coopera:ve) between the major 
economic regions of the world 

Credit doesn’t do it. Daniel likens this to watering down milk. It s:ll looks like milk but it’s 
just watered down milk… not more milk. 

BACK TO THE EURODOLLAR MARKET 

So what does collateral crea:on have to do with the eurodollar market? 

We spoke about the eurodollar system earlier.  
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At the heart of a func:oning eurodollar system is adequate high quality collateral. 
Remember, the eurodollar system is effec:vely a global lending system. As such underlying 
every loan is some form of collateral.  

Now, let me just men:on that due to the high liquidity in the eurodollar market many of the 
transac:ons aren’t necessarily collateralized.  

Liquidity is one component of risk and when that risk is minimal the need for collateral is 
lower.  

The other component is trust and ul:mately the trust lies in security/collateral. 

Let me explain…  

Say you’re a dealer at a bank and you’re entering into a transac:on with a counterpart bank. 
Are you really going to be offering the same rate paid on maturity to JPM as you’re offering 
to Monte Dei Paschi? Only if you’ve lost your marbles. 

So what’s the difference? 

When it comes down to it, it’s collateral. The fear of not gesng your money back. So even 
though many eurodollar transac:ons are typically not “collateralized” they are based on 
LIBOR and LIBOR is a measure of collateral risk.  

If Monte Dei Paschi is funding in the eurodollar market today… and they probably are, you 
can bet your coJon socks they’re paying a premium over LIBOR and that’s really because 
the market knows their collateral is a tad shaky. 

Just as the inadequate crea:on of collateral lies at the heart of why African kids have flies 
on their face, it’s also the reason why monetary s:mulus via the suppression of interest 
rates has failed to assist in the crea:on of collateral and has in fact crowded out the ability 
to manufacture collateral. 

Less collateral in the global economy means that it doesn’t really maJer how low central 
banks take rates or how much money or credit they inject into the economy. None of it is 
going to crea:ng collateral. 

ADDING INSULT TO INJURY 

So not only is collateral NOT being adequately created – because credit doesn’t do that at 
the end of a debt super cycle when each addi:onal dollar of credit no longer provides any 
addi:onal increase to growth (measured as GDP). 
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Instead, collateral is being sucked out of the market as it gets swallowed up by the central 
banks themselves. 

Exhibit #1: Our sake swilling seaweed ea:ng friends at the BOJ who are the single largest 
holders of both equi:es and bonds in the Japanese market. 

Exhibit #2: Our watch making fas:dious friends sandwiched in the European Alps known as 
the SNB.  

From Reuters: 
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Exhibit #3: And of course, our friends in the land of Coca Cola and apple pie. 

QE, which is the introduc:on of new money used to buy up government bonds or other 
securi:es, sucked collateral from the system. Here it is sisng on the Fed’s balance sheet. 
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Exhibit #4: Can’t leave out our European friends now can we? 

CONCLUSION 

Central banks have sucked massive amounts of collateral out of the system, leaving it 
starved of collateral.  

This reduc:on of collateral acts as a force mul:plier in the economy which is why we’ve 
seen such a reduc:on in produc:vity growth. 

They’ve been allowed to do so since market par:cipants… everyone from ins:tu:onal 
investors, to governments, to corporates and retail Joe Sixpacks allowed this to happen due 
to a fear that the world was indeed going to turn into a ball of fire in the GFC unless 
“something” was done. 

Central banks were allowed near unlimited scope. The hope was that they knew what they 
were doing. Like a man on a white horse in a crisis they appeared to have all the answers… 
certainly nobody else seemed to know. 
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It reminds me of the movie V for VendeJa – just replace chancellor, Adam Sutler with your 
chosen central bank. 

The markets are now tes:ng this and what we’re talking about here is TRUST. This trust is 
fragmen:ng in every other sector of society which is why Brexit happened, it’s why Trump 
happened and its further fuel to why Europe is in deep trouble. 

Un:l the system is allowed to manufacture collateral again we’re pushing brown stuff uphill, 
and the first place to look for signs of any spring shoots or worsening of the situa:on is 
likely to be the Eurodollar market. 

- Chris 

“In every undertaking, the more humans try to be demi-gods, the more they become half-monsters.” 
– Nassim Nicholas Taleb 
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